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Scholarship exemplar 

Mark: 15/24 

Question One 

The candidate produces and effectively communicates a sophisticated economic 
analysis of the allocative efficiency of Transpower as a natural monopoly and of 
possible pricing regulations, by applying appropriate microeconomic theory. This 
demonstrates a high level of analysis and critical thinking. 

The candidate provides a detailed explanation of why Transpower is an example of a 
natural monopoly (Page 3). The candidate provides a definition of a natural 
monopoly and provides a reason as to why this model is applicable to Transpower. 
This has been supported with evidence from the resource material. 

An accurate model has been provided (Page 4), and the shape and/or placement of 
the curves has been adequately explained (Page 4 and 5). However, the deadweight 
loss created by Transpower when operating at profit maximisation has been 
incorrectly identified and not adequately explained. 

An analysis of Average Cost Pricing has been provided (Page 6). The candidate has 
explained the Commerce Commission’s strategy, referencing the resource material 
and an appropriate model (Page 5). The impact on Transpower has been accurately 
described. 

Marginal Cost Pricing has also been analysed (Page 7). The explanation references 
an appropriate model (Page 4), but the impact on Transpower is vague and does not 
identify any subnormal profit. 

An evaluation of the extent to which the Commerce Commission regulation of pricing 
of Transpower would allow allocative efficiency to be achieved in the market has 
been attempted. 

Overall, the essay is judged to have reached Scholarship standard because the 
analysis was competent, and the resource material was integrated effectively. A 
more accurate and complete use of the model, in addition to a fuller explanation of 
the existence of a deadweight loss using marginal analysis, would have led to a 
higher grade. 

 

Question Two 

Overall, this candidate reached the Scholarship standard for this question. The 
candidate produces a sound economic analysis of each of the key points of the 
question and competently incorporates the resource material. The explanations are 
generally clear, logically developed, and economically literate but, in order to gain a 
higher grade, needed a greater degree of depth and integration of the context. 



The candidate correctly identifies, explains, and illustrates the externalities of 
production in terms of climate change that are created by the production of energy 
(Pg 11 & 12) and why this is an example of market failure.  

The candidate correctly identifies, explains, and illustrates the externalities of 
consumption in terms of climate change that are created (Pg 12 & 13) and why this 
is an example of market failure. In both cases, the candidate could have extended 
the explanations to provide greater depth to their analysis. 

The candidate identifies the features of a public good, however provides little 
explanation as to how these factors relate to the environment (Pg 14). 

The candidate provides some relevant rationale for the delayed response to climate 
change but could have improved their answer by connecting the delayed response to 
the characteristics of a public good (Pg 14 & 15). 

The candidate accurately describes the effect of a carbon tax on a market (Pg 15 & 
16), however does not relate the explanation to the consumer fossil fuel market, 
identifying the policy as solely impacting production externalities. The answer could 
have been further improved by considering the relevance of elasticities on the impact 
of the tax in terms of reducing the equilibrium quantity produced and consumed. 

The candidate accurately describes and illustrates the concept of a subsidy on 
sustainable energy producers. This answer could have been improved by providing 
greater explanation of how this policy would affect the markets for non-renewable 
energy production and the negative externalities related to climate change and by 
further considering the fiscal impact of these subsidies (Pg 16 & 17). 

The candidate could have improved their overall analysis of policy options by 
considering other options to expand the range of analysis. 

The candidate provides a brief recommendation (pg 17) but could have expanded on 
this to provide economic justifications in terms of why these would be the most 
effective policies to implement. 

 

Question Three 

The candidate produces and effectively communicates a sophisticated economic 
analysis of the short- and long-term economic impact of different options for utilising 
the government operating balance surplus by applying macroeconomic theory. 
 

The candidate provides an explanation of why an operating surplus would be 
relatively more difficult to achieve in a recession compared to a boom period. This 
explanation could have been strengthened by stating that in a recession, the 
government revenue would be lower and government expenditure would be higher. 
This would cause a shortfall and, therefore, the government would either have a 
reduced surplus or a deficit (Pg 19). There is some integration of the resource 
material. 
 



The candidate explains how a cut in income taxes would cause an increase in 
aggregate demand. The candidate draws an aggregate demand/aggregate supply 
model that illustrates an increase in aggregate demand caused by higher 
consumption. An explanation of how an increase in aggregate demand will cause a 
decrease in unemployment is also given (Pg 20). 
 

A relatively weak explanation of the advantages of the government reducing debt is 
given. The candidate touches on the point that if the government pays off debt, then 
this will mean that in the event of a future shock, the government will potentially be 
able to borrow more funds. The candidate has integrated the resource material into 
the explanation (Pg 21). This paragraph could have been strengthened by including 
the ideas of improved credit rating or lower interest repayment if the level of public 
debt is lower. 
 

The candidate provides an explanation of how if the government spends the surplus 
on infrastructure development, then this will have the effect of increasing aggregate 
demand and aggregate supply. This was one of the key points that usually 
differentiated candidates that could communicate a sophisticated economic analysis 
and candidates who received lower marks for this question. The candidate explains 
in detail the reasons why aggregate demand and aggregate supply will shift. This 
paragraph showed a level of analysis required for a Scholarship grade. A correctly 
drawn aggregate demand/aggregate supply model is drawn which illustrates the 
effect of the government spending more funds on building infrastructure (Pg 22). 
 

The candidate also uses the concept of the multiplier effect to explain how any 
change to government expenditure will have a larger impact on the economy 
compared to the initial expenditure. This demonstrates a sophisticated economic 
analysis of the long-term economic impact of using the surplus. It also shows a 
degree of critical thinking. 
 

The candidate fails to provide an adequate explanation for how an increase in 
payments into the superannuation fund will lead to an increase in economic growth.  
 

The conclusion was relatively weak and was not a justified recommendation because 
it did not justify why the selected option would provide the greatest economic benefit 
in the long term. 
 

Overall, this candidate did provide a sophisticated economic analysis; however, one 
of the major points was incomplete and there was some inadequacy in the 
evaluation. 
 




